MUNI WORLD

18-20.2.2020
GLOBAL BRAINSTORMING ON SMART
CITIES AND URBAN SECURITY

ACCOMMODATION OFFERS
LEONARDO ART Tel Aviv >>
Address: 9 Eliezer Peri Street , Tel Aviv

The Leonardo Art Hotel is certainly the ideal choice of accommodation
for visitors on a leisure or business break, with its close proximity to all
Tel Aviv’s main attractions. Formerly known as the Marina Hotel, the
Leonardo Art Hotel offers guests direct access to the seafront, bustling
promenade, and Tel Aviv Port, as well as to a number of extremely popular
sandy Tel Aviv beaches. Entertainment, nightlife, business and cultural
districts are also just a short stroll away.
As well as offering the perfect convenient location, the Leonardo Art
Hotel has a vast range of superior facilities. One of the hotel’s most
outstanding features is the impressive onsite art gallery. Guests can view
over 300 original artworks from the Shiff collection adorning the walls of
the hotel’s main areas, hallways and guest rooms. Visitors can also take
advantage of the luxury sundeck and rooftop pool high up on the fifth
floor, the ideal place in which to relax while surrounded by breathtaking
beach and city views. The rooftop terrace is also available for hire and
can accommodate up to 300 invitees, the ideal venue for an extra special
event or function.
Business guests are invited to spend some quiet downtime in the
business lounge and are welcome to make use of our excellent meeting
and conference facilities.

FOR RESERVATION PLEASE

CLICK HERE >>

RESERVATION GUIDELINES:
1) Select Hotel
2) Date 16-22.02.2020
3) Promo code: MUNI2020 or adv. Rate* MUNI2020NR
4) Press OK
5) Then Search
6) Then enter all relevant details to complete the booking
* Adv. Rate - Rate is non-cancellable and nonrefundable, full pre-payment on the
credit card is required

* All Rates include free WIFI in rooms & public areas. Rates are upon availability and valid until 30.01.20
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LEONARDO BEACH Tel Aviv >>
Address: 156 Hayarkon Street, Tel Aviv

The Leonardo Beach Tel Aviv hotel welcomes you in an amazing location,
opposite the Mediterranean Sea and a very short walk from Tel Aviv’s
enchanting beach, at the Hayarkon Street Area. The hotel is situated
only a few minutes from the renewed Tel Aviv port and just a footstep
away from the famous Dizengoff Street, which offers attractive shops,
exclusive boutiques, excellent restaurants and stylish bars.
The Leonardo Beach Tel Aviv hotel provides 134 elegant rooms with
beautiful design. The exquisite hotel restaurant spoils you with a fusion of
Israeli and Mediterranean cuisine, a cozy hotel bar and a stylish cocktail
lounge guarantee relaxed and enjoyable hours.
The hotel is the optimal starting point to discover the “city that never
sleeps” and its cultural highlights and unique attractions such as the
Tel Aviv’s Port, the Yarkon Park, Neve Tzedek and much more. The hotel
is especially suitable for business men and offers a quiet and cozy
atmosphere, conference and meeting rooms as well as a business lounge
and all at affordable prices.
Leonardo Beach Hotel Tel Aviv is suitable for a romantic vacation or
business trip and provides all the conditions for an enjoyable vacation.

FOR RESERVATION PLEASE

CLICK HERE >>

RESERVATION GUIDELINES:
1) Select Hotel
2) Date 16-22.02.2020
3) Promo code: MUNI2020 or adv. Rate* MUNI2020NR
4) Press OK
5) Then Search
6) Then enter all relevant details to complete the booking
* Adv. Rate - Rate is non-cancellable and nonrefundable, full pre-payment on the
credit card is required

* All Rates include free WIFI in rooms & public areas. Rates are upon availability and valid until 30.01.20
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HERODS Tel Aviv >>
Address: 155 Hayarkon Street, Tel Aviv

Premium Collection by Leonardo Hotels
Perfectly situated right across the Tel Aviv beach, the 5 stars hotel
HERODS Hotel Tel Aviv takes you back to the unique flair of Tel Aviv in
the 1930’s, where the city had flourished into a pulsating center of culture,
economy, architecture and fashion of the newly developing country.
As a connecting point between oriental and European culture Tel Aviv
attracted many artists, intellectual, poets and painters. The design of
HERODS Hotel Tel Aviv catches the mystical and exciting atmosphere of
renaissance in all senses, creating the fabulous experience of being part
of it.
The Tel Aviv hotel is built and furnished in an antique and stylish way,
combined with high quality services. Wellness-area including fitness
centre and swimming pool offer highest relaxation standards. Profit from
the direct access to the beautiful beach in front of the hotel and relax
in the Mediterranean Seawhile watching the red sunrise and sunset. For
business matters, the exclusive business lounge, located on the 17th
floor overlooking the Mediterranean Sea, and elegant meeting rooms are
available for a new experience of business in the atmosphere of Tel Aviv
in the 30’s.
Attractions such as old Jaffa, the TelAvivPortwith its exciting bars,
restaurants and shops, the YarkonPark, the Dizengoff Centre or the
Allenby Streetare in the proximity to the HERODS Hotel Tel Aviv.

FOR RESERVATION PLEASE

CLICK HERE >>

RESERVATION GUIDELINES:
1) Select Hotel
2) Date 16-22.02.2020
3) Promo code: MUNI2020 or adv. Rate* MUNI2020NR
4) Press OK
5) Then Search
6) Then enter all relevant details to complete the booking
* Adv. Rate - Rate is non-cancellable and nonrefundable, full pre-payment on the
credit card is required

* All Rates include free WIFI in rooms & public areas. Rates are upon availability and valid until 30.01.20
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LEONARDO BOUTIQUE HOTEL Tel Aviv >>
Address: 17 Habarzel Street, Tel Aviv

The Leonardo Boutique Hotel Tel Aviv welcomes you right in the heart of
Tel Aviv in the center of Ramat Hachayal, Tel Aviv’s business & high tech
district. The hotel looks out across the entire city and ideally combines
urban adventure, breathtaking design, and luxury.
The hotel boasts a prime location, only 20 minutes drive from the BenGurion International airport, 10 minutes drive from the Fairs & Exhibition
Grounds Tel Aviv - the largest convention and event center in Tel Aviv
and 700 m from the National Ramat-Gan football stadium. The Tel Aviv
University and the Open University of Israel are both within less than 10
minutes drive from the Leonardo Boutique Hotel Tel Aviv, accessible also
by public transportation.
The hotel is situated in the direct vicinity of one of Tel Aviv’s largest
and most luxurious shopping centers, the Ramat Aviv shopping mall,
which offers elegant boutiques, exclusive shops and guarantees perfect
shopping adventures.
The brilliant design concept of Mr. Moshe Kastiel & Ms. Liora Ofer with
a collision of influences from the modern to the Renaissance encircles
the hotel with a mysterious, magical and bohemian atmosphere. The
Leonardo Boutique Hotel Tel Aviv epitomizes elegant and smart style
for a modern world and is a unique composition of the sophisticated
ambience and pulsating diversity of the city Tel Aviv.
The Leonardo Boutique Tel Aviv facilities include a professional business
lounge, gym, three comfortable conference rooms and a stylish bar.

FOR RESERVATION PLEASE

CLICK HERE >>

RESERVATION GUIDELINES:
1) Select Hotel
2) Date 16-22.02.2020
3) Promo code: MUNI2020 or adv. Rate* MUNI2020NR
4) Press OK
5) Then Search
6) Then enter all relevant details to complete the booking
* Adv. Rate - Rate is non-cancellable and nonrefundable, full pre-payment on the
credit card is required

* All Rates include free WIFI in rooms & public areas. Rates are upon availability and valid until 30.01.20
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LEONARDO CITY TOWER HOTEL Tel Aviv >>
Address: 14 Zisman Street, Tel Aviv

Newly renovated, the design hotel Leonardo City Tower Hotel Tel Aviv
welcomes you with an outstanding level of modern comfort in a prime
location just 10 min from the wonderful Tel Aviv beach right in the heart
of the diamond exchange district in Ramat Gan. The design hotel, as one
of the closest hotels to the international airport Ben Gurion with excellent
connections to the public transport, is the perfect resort for business and
leisure travellers alike.
167 beautiful rooms with an amazing design,free Wifi, an outdoor pool
and a spacious fitness as well as Spa awaits you. An exclusive business
lounge and seven modern meeting rooms for events and conferences are
at your disposal.
The premier gourmet restaurant spoils with a fantastic cuisine and is
suitable for all kinds of events.
The Leonardo City Tower Hotel Tel Aviv is the perfect starting point
to explore the attractive city of Tel Avivwith its famous attractions,
cultural highlights and breathtaking beaches. The quick access to Tel
Aviv’s highways allows exciting excursion and discovery tours into the
surrounding area. For business travellers the hotel offers the unique
experience of combining business with pleasure.

FOR RESERVATION PLEASE

CLICK HERE >>

RESERVATION GUIDELINES:
1) Select Hotel
2) Date 16-22.02.2020
3) Promo code: MUNI2020 or adv. Rate* MUNI2020NR
4) Press OK
5) Then Search
6) Then enter all relevant details to complete the booking
* Adv. Rate - Rate is non-cancellable and nonrefundable, full pre-payment on the
credit card is required

* All Rates include free WIFI in rooms & public areas. Rates are upon availability and valid until 30.01.20
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HOTEL ROTHSCHILD 22 Tel Aviv >>
Address: 22 Rothschild Boulevard, Tel Aviv

Hotel Rothschild 22 is a brand new luxury hotel located in the very
epicenter of one of Tel Aviv’s most prestigious neighborhoods. Visitors
have direct access from Rothschild Boulevard to the financial center and
Tel Aviv Stock Exchange, as well as to some of the most exclusive cultural
attractions, such as Habima, Israel’s national theater, an abundance of
fascinating museums, and the famous UNESCO designated ‘White City’.
There are also excellent sandy Tel Aviv beaches just a short walk away,
upmarket bars and restaurants close by in the beautiful Neve Tzedek,
and a new open commercial center by the name of Sarona which is
definitely worth a visit. This enviable location makes Rothschild 22 the
perfect choice for a leisure or business break.
Ari Shaltiel, one of the country’s top architects, was commissioned to
give the Hotel Rothschild 22 a complete designer makeover. The result
is a stunningly sophisticated and beautiful interior décor that perfectly
complements the elegant Bauhaus buildings in the immediate vicinity.
The 22 Rothschild Hotel has carefully designed rooms that offer urban
hospitality in a luxurious and innovative atmosphere. Some of the 156
guestrooms offer an urban view and a view towards the beach.
Boutique Rothschild 22’s uniquely relaxing and luxurious ambiance invites
business and leisure guests alike to step into an urban oasis, where they
will discover an impressive number of amenities at their disposal. These
include the many unexpected and thoughtful touches.
Rothschild 22’s superior meeting venues will ensure business gatherings
go without a hitch while the well-equipped business lounge provides a
restful space where executives can catch up with work commitments,
and enjoy a drink before setting out on an exciting night on the town.

FOR RESERVATION PLEASE

CLICK HERE >>

RESERVATION GUIDELINES:
1) Select Hotel
2) Date 16-22.02.2020
3) Promo code: MUNI2020 or adv. Rate* MUNI2020NR
4) Press OK
5) Then Search
6) Then enter all relevant details to complete the booking
* Adv. Rate - Rate is non-cancellable and nonrefundable, full pre-payment on the
credit card is required

* All Rates include free WIFI in rooms & public areas. Rates are upon availability and valid until 30.01.20

